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ABSTRACT
Low-power wireless networks must leverage radio duty cycling to
reduce energy consumption, but duty cycling drastically increases
the risk of radio collisions, resulting in power-expensive retrans-
missions or data loss. We present Strawman, a contention resolu-
tion mechanism designed for low-power duty-cycled networks that
experience traffic bursts. Strawman efficiently resolves network
contention, mitigates the hidden terminal problem, and has zero
overhead unless activated to resolve data collisions. Our testbed ex-
periments show that Strawman instantaneously provides increased
network capacity when needed, allocates the available bandwidth
evenly among contenders, and increases energy efficiency in multi-
hop collection networks compared to the traditionally used random
backoff.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Proto-
cols

Keywords
Low-power wireless, traffic bursts, sensor networks, duty cycling

1. INTRODUCTION
Low-power wireless networks employ radio duty cycling to re-

duce energy consumption. Duty cycling decreases the opportuni-
ties to receive data, since the radio is mostly turned off. As a result,
the risk of data collisions increase, and is further aggravated in net-
works that experience traffic bursts. Event-driven networks, such
as alarm applications [2, 17], remain quiescent for the majority of
the time. When an event is detected, a surge of traffic must be han-
dled by the network before it can return to quiescence. Such sudden
bursts of traffic cause radio collisions and power-expensive retrans-
missions in the network, and motivate the use of complex traffic-
adaptive duty-cycling mechanisms or statically over-provisioned
networks.

We address the problem of data collisions in duty-cycled net-
works and present Strawman, a contention resolution mechanism
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that copes with hidden terminals and is designed for receiver-initiated
duty-cycled protocols. In Section 3 we illustrate the design of
Strawman and how it instantaneously and dynamically provides
increased network capacity when needed. Strawman is activated
upon detecting data collisions. In absence of them, Strawman has
zero runtime overhead. The Strawman approach to resolving col-
lisions resembles the practice of drawing straws. Strawman uses
radio transmissions to implement straws.

We implement Strawman on top of the Contiki operating system,
targeting the TMote Sky [28] platform as described in Section 4.
We leverage this implementation in Section 5, demonstrating that
a Strawman-enabled MAC protocol is able to sustain a range of
traffic loads, achieving a goodput increase of up to 77% compared
to a scalable random backoff-based contention resolution mecha-
nism. We achieve this result while evenly allocating the available
bandwidth among the transmitters involved. Our testbed experi-
ments further show that Strawman improves energy efficiency in
multi-hop collection networks that experience bursts. We survey
related work in Section 6, and end the paper in Section 7 with brief
concluding remarks.

This work builds upon two previous papers that propose the ba-
sic Strawman protocol [25], and that theoretically study and derive
Strawman’s random distribution for generating packets of random
lengths [12]. Compared to previous work, we improve Strawman
along several dimensions and embed it within RI-MAC, a state-of-
the-art, low-power MAC protocol rather than leveraging a simple
proof-of-concept implementation. This allows us to test Strawman
in a large-scale testbed where we verify Strawman’s ability to cope
with hidden terminals and a large number of contenders.

2. BACKGROUND
Radio communication is one of the most power-expensive activ-

ities in low-power networks. Radio duty-cycling mechanisms are
employed to preserve power. Radio duty cycling, however, aggra-
vates the risk of data collisions, especially in networks that experi-
ence traffic bursts.

2.1 Radio Duty Cycling
Modern low-power networks maintain communication with a ra-

dio duty cycle of only a few percent, where network nodes wake
up regularly to receive transmissions from neighbors according to
a pre-configured wake-up interval. Contention-based low-power
MAC protocols belong to either of two classes: sender-initiated [6,
10, 27] or receiver-initiated [9, 35]. In sender-initiated protocols,
the sender keeps track of past neighbor wake up times, and wakes
up to start a data transmission just as it expects the receiver to wake
up [10]. Sender-initiated protocols in lossy networks may cause
congestion: the sender is unaware of whether an unsuccessful data
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Figure 1: Receiver-initiated radio duty cycling. The sender wakes
up and awaits a data probe. Upon receiving a probe, the data packet
is sent. Both nodes turn off their radios after the acknowledgement.

transmission is due to link fluctuations, packet collisions, or bad
wake up synchronization. The sender therefore repeatedly trans-
mits the same data packet until it is acknowledged, or until it times
out after a full wake-up interval.

Receiver-initiated duty-cycling protocols use data probes; nodes
wake up periodically and probe for incoming data with a probe
transmission. Neighbors that want to send data wake up just be-
fore they expect the data probe, and immediately transmit their
data upon receiving such a probe, see Figure 1. The subsequent
acknowledgement also serves as another data probe, enabling sev-
eral data packets to be transmitted in a single wake-up. In contrast
to sender-initiated protocols, receiver-initiated protocols do not re-
peatedly transmit radio packets if the data packet is lost. Therefore,
compared to sender-initiated protocols, receiver-initiated protocols
may offer lower congestion and higher throughput [9].

Duty-cycling mechanisms such as WiseMAC [10] and X-MAC [6]
configure their wake-up intervals high enough to avoid collisions,
but as low as possible not to waste energy on waking up when there
is no data to be received. Another set of protocols additionally
adapt their wake-up intervals throughout network operation to ac-
commodate for varying traffic loads [1, 15].

2.2 Traffic Peaks
Traffic load variations are common in sensor networks. If all traf-

fic flows in a network are static and known a priori, for instance by
having fixed packet transmission schedules and time synchroniza-
tion in a network, radio duty-cycling overhead can be minimized
to a great extent [7]. Such networks are, however, uncommon. By
contrast, many networks inherently induce traffic peaks. Consider
an event-driven network, such as an alarm network, that lays dor-
mant for an extended period of time until an event occurs. Upon
detecting the event, several nodes simultaneously report it, caus-
ing a sudden burst of network traffic [17]. Other common reasons
for temporarily increased network traffic include network code up-
dates [21], and bulk downloads of sensor data [18].

Traffic peaks occur also in periodic data collection networks.
The introduction of a new node causes neighbor discovery services
to temporarily generate more network traffic [3]. Moreover, the
network topology can change rapidly due to bursty links, generat-
ing further traffic [34]. Even in stable collection networks, a router
that forwards data from other nodes will experience traffic peaks,
due to randomness in data generation and forwarding times.

2.3 Collisions in Duty-Cycled Networks
Traffic peaks increase the risk of radio collisions in a duty-cycled

network. Data collisions occur when multiple transmissions arrive
at a receiver simultaneously, causing data loss and retransmissions.
The risk of data collisions is aggravated in duty-cycled networks,
since a receiver is awake less, and thus has fewer opportunities to
receive data. Data collisions do not necessarily cause data loss;
if one transmission is stronger than all others the receiver may
still successfully decode it. This phenomenon is called capture ef-
fect [20]. Several protocols have exploited it, e.g., for fast flood-
ing [22].
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Figure 2: Receiver-initiated MAC protocols outperform sender-
initiated in networks with hidden terminals and high traffic, since
the sender-initiated network is flooded with colliding data packets.

Most low-power protocols are designed to cope with data colli-
sions to some extent; typically using random backoff times before
attempting to retransmit a packet to a busy receiver. However, in
networks with bursty traffic, backoff mechanisms result in high la-
tency and energy costs, since data packets may again collide at the
receiver when they are retransmitted.

We perform a simple experiment that demonstrates how random
backoff behaves in a congested network, using both a receiver-
initiated and a sender-initiated protocol. The experiment is per-
formed on the TWIST testbed [14], where a large set of neigh-
bors send data to a single node, causing severe network conges-
tion. Figure 2 shows that, as expected, the receiver-initiated net-
work (RI-MAC) achieves a significantly higher receiver goodput
than the sender-initiated network (X-MAC). This is due to packet
floods in the sender-initiated network: when a lost data packet is
not acknowledged by the receiver, the sender floods the network
for a full wake-up interval (1 second), causing further data colli-
sions. This experiment shows that receiver-initiated protocols have
better performance than sender-initiated protocols in severely con-
gested networks, and that random backoff does not fully avoid data
collisions. Indeed, although the sender-initiated protocol should re-
frain from transmitting when it detects ongoing transmissions, data
collisions still occur due to hidden terminals.

2.4 Hidden Terminals
The hidden terminal problem occurs when two or more nodes

that are outside each others’ communication ranges send data to
the same receiver. Data transmissions may therefore collide at the
receiver without the senders noticing; the nodes are hidden to each
other. RTS/CTS schemes have long been used to mitigate the hid-
den terminal problem [36]. Data transmissions are preceded by
a transmission request message (RTS). If the medium is available
and the transmission is granted (CTS), any potentially interfering
neighbor refrains from accessing the medium for the duration of
the data transmission.

In the context of low-power wireless, however, traditional RT-
S/CTS protocols have been shown to induce a high overhead. Po-
lastre et. al. show that an RTS/CTS mechanism can have an over-
head of several hundred percent in low-power networks with small
data payloads [27]. In receiver-initiated protocols, the problems of
traditional RTS/CTS-based protocols are further aggravated: due to
the implicit sender-synchronization by data probes, the RTS mes-
sages themselves collide at the receiver.

3. STRAWMAN
Strawman is a contention resolution mechanism designed for

receiver-initiated radio duty-cycling protocols. Upon detecting data
packet collisions, Strawman dynamically and instantaneously en-
ables increased network capacity by quickly receiving data from
several neighbors, and has otherwise zero overhead.
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Figure 3: Strawman senders “draw straws” to gain channel access by simultaneously transmitting COLLISION packets with randomly picked
lengths, resulting in a deliberate collision. The receiver does not have to correctly decode any of the COLLISION packets, but only needs
to measure the duration of the collision. The sender with the longest COLLISION gains channel access and sends its packet. The process is
repeated until all packets are sent.

3.1 All Transmit Simultaneously
We have designed Strawman for receiver-initiated MAC proto-

cols, leveraging the implicit sender synchronization due to receiver-
initiated operation. The receiver probes the channel for incoming
data by transmitting a data probe packet. Next, neighboring de-
vices with receiver-destined data transmit their DATA packets. In
presence of multiple transmitters, the packets may collide at the re-
ceiver. Strawman intervenes at this stage only if a collision actually
occurs. Note that the receiver samples the channel while waiting
for a data packet, and regards channel activity without successfully
receiving a packet as an indication of radio collisions.

Upon detecting a data collision, indicated by radio activity that
exceeds the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) threshold, the re-
ceiver sends a COLLISION REQUEST packet. The senders interpret
this packet as the beginning of a Strawman round, and contend for
the channel by sending a COLLISION packet of random length. The
receiver estimates the length of the longest COLLISION packet by
sampling the received signal strength. The receiver then broadcasts
a DECISION packet containing the longest measured length, implic-
itly informing the corresponding transmitter that it is now granted
access to the channel. While the selected transmitter transfers the
DATA packet, the other contenders remain silent, as they also recog-
nized not to be given access to the channel based on the information
in the DECISION packet. The subsequent COLLISION REQUEST
broadcasted by the receiver both initiates a new Strawman round
and acknowledges the previously received data packet. In the case
that several contenders have chosen the same random length and
their DATA packets have collided, the receiver nevertheless sends
another COLLISION REQUEST since it has detected the contenders’
transmissions by sampling the channel. This process repeats until
all contenders have successfully sent their DATA packets. Figure 3
depicts an example execution with Strawman that schedules and
transfers three data packets.

Strawman’s COLLISION and DECISION packets provide a func-
tionality similar to RTS/CTS handshakes [36], but allow multiple
transmitters to request access to the channel simultaneously.

3.2 Collisions of Random Length
The random lengths of COLLISION packets effectively determine

which transmitter is granted access to the channel. In a sense,
this resembles random back-off techniques, as it is still a random
choice at the transmitter side that regulates channel access. How-
ever, in Strawman the contenders actively compete for the channel,
using the COLLISION packet to inform the receiver on their ran-
dom choice. Unlike random back-off techniques, this entails that
the other contenders also know that they are not given access to the
channel, based on the DECISION packet.

We use a truncated decreasing geometric distribution to draw
the random lengths of COLLISION packets. Compared to the more
common uniform distribution, a truncated geometric distribution

provides higher variance within a bounded interval for random sam-
ples. In Strawman, this translates into better scalability [12].

We use a granularity of 7 bytes for the COLLISION packet length.
7 bytes correspond to a transmission time of 224µs at 250 kbits/s—
the bandwidth of our target radios—enabling an accurate estima-
tion of the COLLISION packet length, as we report in Section 5.1.

3.3 Multi-channel Operation
Strawman reduces contention by multi-channel operation; the re-

ceiver randomly selects which radio channel the senders should
use. Like A-MAC [9], we allocate a pre-determined channel for
the transmission of the initial data probe packets and then, for the
DATA transfer and any subsequent Strawman rounds, all communi-
cation takes place on another radio channel. Particularly, the initial
data probe contains an entry indicating the radio channel to use
next. Upon receiving the data probe, every contender immediately
switches to the indicated channel prior to sending the DATA packet.
When the execution completes, all involved nodes return to the ini-
tial channel.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented Strawman on Contiki, targeting the TMote

Sky [28] platform equipped with 802.15.4-compliant CC2420 ra-
dios. As experimental and evaluation platform for Strawman, we
implement our own version of RI-MAC [35], and extend it with
multi-channel operation. Our implementation of RI-MAC uses wake-
up schedule synchronization [10], and hop-by-hop acknowledg-
ments.

We use this implementation of RI-MAC to evaluate Strawman’s
performance. For comparison, we build another version of RI-
MAC with a random backoff-based contention resolution mech-
anism. In addition, we extend it with the geometric distribution
proposed by SIFT [17] to increase contender scalability. We use a
delay granularity of 320µs—a minimum slot size enforced by the
radio’s turnaround time, also used by the original implementation
of RI-MAC [35].
Length estimation. We implement the transmission of COLLISION
packets as 802.15.4 frame transmissions. On every node, we pre-
load a COLLISION packet in the radio’s outgoing buffer, similarly
to existing work [29, 24]. This improves the overall latency and
allows for synchronized transmissions of COLLISION packets from
multiple transmitters—the key to correctly determine the length of
the longest COLLISION packet at the receiver.

We implement COLLISION packet length estimation by subse-
quent Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) checks at the receiver. We
experimentally calibrate the number of CCA checks that are to re-
turn an indication of “busy channel” to determine a correct COLLI-
SION length estimate. Unless otherwise specified, we always use
the CC2420’s default CCA threshold of -77 dBm.
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Figure 4: Signal strength profile of Strawman resolving collisions from 10 simultaneous contenders.

Alleviating channel noise. By relying on subsequent CCA checks
to estimate packet lengths, we risk confusing channel noise with
COLLISION transmissions. We leverage two simple techniques to
alleviate the problem. First, as the transmissions of COLLISION
packets from the contenders are synchronized, the receiver knows
exactly when they occur, and starts sampling the channel immedi-
ately before this time. If the channel is busy, Strawman aborts its
operation, as this condition indicates channel noise. Similarly, if a
receiver estimates a longer COLLISION packet length than possible,
it assumes channel noise and aborts its operation. If two consecu-
tive Strawman rounds experience either of these conditions and also
fail to receive DATA packets, the receiver returns to sleep and will
operate on a different radio channel the next wake-up as described
in Section 3.3.
Example run. Figure 4 shows a signal strength profile of a Strawman-
enabled network operating on a single radio channel. These pat-
terns correspond to a concrete execution of the processing intu-
itively described in Figure 3.

The setup in Figure 4 includes one receiver and ten contenders in
the same collision domain. The individual Strawman rounds can be
identified by the signal strength patterns. Starting from the leftmost
side of the picture, a RI-MAC data probe is sent at time 0 ms, re-
sulting in simultaneous data transmissions between 2 ms and 3 ms
from all 10 contenders. These data packet transmissions collide at
the receiver.

The collision causes the activation of Strawman, with the COL-
LISION REQUEST packet being sent out by the receiver at about
4 ms. In the first Strawman round, all 10 contenders transmit COL-
LISION packets, starting at about 5 ms. The signal strength profile
of this phase indeed suggests that multiple COLLISION packets of
different lengths collide. The receiver measures the length of the
longest COLLISION packet, and sends out the DECISION packet at
about 9.5 ms. The contender granted channel access transmits the
data packet at 11 ms and drops out the following Strawman round,
where the remaining contenders will repeat the same procedure.

At the rightmost side of the picture, only one contender is left.
As a result, the COLLISION phase is shorter: with fewer contenders
the probability to be granted channel access with a smaller COLLI-
SION length increases. The 10th DATA packet is finally acknowl-
edged at time 105 ms.

5. EVALUATION
We evaluate Strawman’s performance along several dimensions.

Our results reveal several key findings:

• Our technique for estimating the length of COLLISION pack-
ets, which determines which node is granted channel access,
is accurate in a range of different situations, as illustrated in
Section 5.1.

• Strawman has no overhead when data collisions do not occur,

and a limited energy cost when data collisions are resolved,
as we illustrate in Section 5.2.

• A Strawman-enabled MAC protocol can sustain a range of
different traffic loads, quickly reacting to changing condi-
tions, and does so by evenly allocating the available band-
width, as we show in Section 5.3 and 5.4.

• Strawman’s performance is a result of its ability to cope with
hidden terminals efficiently: we investigate the presence of
hidden terminals in our experimental setup and how Straw-
man reacts to them in Section 5.5, comparing its performance
against that of Black Burst [33].

• In a realistic scenario using standard tree routing protocols,
Strawman makes the network much more robust to sudden
traffic bursts and significantly reduces the corresponding en-
ergy overhead, as we show in Section 5.6.

Based on these results, we argue that Strawman is a welcome
addition to receiver-initiated low-power MAC protocols. By not
imposing any additional overhead in absence of collisions, it al-
lows the MAC protocol to run without unnecessary performance
penalties. Should collisions occur, Strawman quickly intervenes to
resolve them efficiently.

5.1 Collision Length Estimation
Strawman relies on accurately estimating COLLISION lengths.

A COLLISION length estimation determines who wins channel ac-
cess via the subsequent DECISION transmission. If the COLLISION
length is underestimated, multiple contenders may transmit DATA
packets simultaneously, causing collisions. On the other hand, if
it is overestimated, no contender will send its DATA. We now per-
form a set of micro-benchmarks to assess how effective our channel
sampling technique is for estimating COLLISION lengths.

5.1.1 Collision Lengths
We study how the COLLISION length affects the accuracy of

packet length estimation. We use two TMote Sky nodes config-
ured as receiver and contender. The receiver periodically probes
the channel for incoming data. The contender replies with a COL-
LISION packet of varying length. For every possible COLLISION
length, we run at least 350 repetitions of the experiment. We fur-
thermore use two different distances between the nodes: a near-by
contender is placed 0.5 m. from the receiver, a distant contender
is 10 m. from the receiver. We decrease the transmission power of
the distant contender, so that it can barely communicate with the
receiver. The receiver uses the CC2420’s default CCA threshold of
-77 dBm.
Results. Figure 5a shows the median error in estimating the COL-
LISION length, against the actual transmitted length. The error
bars reflect the minimum and the 98th percentile of the estimated
lengths. We observe that 98% of the estimations are within the
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Figure 5: Micro-benchmarks: Strawman accurately estimates the
lengths of COLLISION packets (a) of different lengths, (b) received
with different signal strengths, (c) under external interference, and
(d) under interference from an out-of-range contender.

7-byte level of granularity used in our implementation, indicated
by the shaded area in the chart. This shows that in almost all cases
a Strawman-enabled receiver accurately estimates the length of the
COLLISION packet of a single contender, in absence of interference.

Figure 5a also illustrates the effect of distance, and therefore sig-

nal strength, on length estimation accuracy: packets from a distant
contender are underestimated and packets from a near-by contender
are overestimated. This phenomenon is an artifact of CC2420’s
CCA that is calculated from a moving average of the last 8 received
signal strength values. Nevertheless, 98% of length estimations of
both distant and near-by contenders’ packets are still within the 7-
byte level of granularity.

5.1.2 Collision Signal Strengths
We study how COLLISION packets’ received signal strengths af-

fect the accuracy of packet length estimation. We use the same ex-
perimental setup as above but also vary the receiver-contender dis-
tance to generate different signal strengths at the receiver. The re-
ceiver logs the signal strength of each received COLLISION packet
along with the corresponding length estimate.
Results. Figure 5b shows the ratio of COLLISION length estima-
tions inside the 7-byte level of granularity. In a real network, bad
length estimations decrease network performance and cause data
collisions. This experiment shows that bad length estimations are
uncommon unless the COLLISION packet’s signal strength is close
to the CCA threshold.

5.1.3 Interference from External Noise
We study how external radio interference affects the accuracy

of packet length estimation. We use two TMote Sky nodes: one
receiver and one contender set 3 m. apart. In addition, to obtain
repeatable experiments, we leverage the method by Boano et al. [5]
to generate a constant and controllable interference, using a third
TMote Sky node as interferer. We control the signal strength of
external radio interference by moving the interferer closer to the
receiver. We ensure that the single contender always receives the
COLLISION REQUEST packet and sends the corresponding COLLI-
SION. The receiver logs the noise level immediately before sending
the COLLISION REQUEST packet as well as the COLLISION length
estimation.
Results. As expected, Figure 5c shows that the correctness of
our COLLISION length estimation starts falling outside the 7-byte
granularity level only as the interference level approaches the CCA
threshold. Under these conditions, the receiver is unable to discern
the transmission of a COLLISION packet from noise. Similar situa-
tions, however, would break most traditional transmission schemes
based on CCA checks. Indeed, the CCA check would always in-
dicate the channel as busy. The transmission scheme would react
first by deferring the transmission, and then ultimately dropping the
packet upon expiration of a timeout or after a maximum number of
CCA checks.

5.1.4 Interference from Out-of-range Contenders
A distant Strawman contender that receives a COLLISION RE-

QUEST and sends back COLLISION packet may be unable to reach
the receiver due to asymmetric or fluctuating radio links. In our fi-
nal micro-benchmark, we study how such out-of-range contenders
affect the outcome of Strawman rounds with multiple contenders.

We use three TMote Sky nodes: one receiver and two contenders.
One contender is kept near-by the receiver at 0.5 m. whereas we
vary the distance of the second contender from the receiver, from
0.5 to 20 m. We configure the output power so that the receiver
cannot hear the moving contender at 20 m. distance. To obtain
a controlled setting, we configure the two contenders to use fixed
COLLISION lengths, rather than the previous random lengths. Par-
ticularly, the near-by contender always competes with the shortest
possible COLLISION length (0 bytes payload), whereas the moving
contender uses the longest possible (112 bytes payload). Therefore,
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the moving contender should always be the one granted access to
the channel, as long as the receiver hears its COLLISION packet. To
analyze this aspect, we log the signal strength of the COLLISION
packet coming from the moving node.
Results. Figure 5d shows the total delivery ratio for DATA packets
sent by either contender, against the signal strength of the COLLI-
SION packet coming from the moving node. As long as the signal
strength of the moving contender is sufficiently high to be perceived
by the receiver, the moving contender is scheduled to transmit the
DATA packet, corresponding to almost 100% data delivery from this
node.

The situation progressively reverses as the COLLISION signal
strength of the moving contender becomes weaker, until the re-
ceiver hears only the short COLLISION packet from the near-by
fixed node. Under these conditions, only the near-by node is al-
lowed to transmit the DATA packet. Nevertheless, the receiver al-
most always successfully receives a DATA packet from either of the
two contenders.

5.2 Energy Cost of Resolving Collisions
Strawman makes networks robust against traffic bursts, but has

an energy cost when used. If the network is constantly overloaded
with traffic, queues of pending packet form that induce an energy
cost in the network. We perform an experiment to demonstrate the
relationship between network traffic, number of contenders, and the
radio duty cycle.
Setting. We simulate a network with a single receiver and four
contenders in Cooja, which allows us to have perfect control of the
system execution. All contenders are hidden to each other but have
a perfect and static link to the receiver. Every contender generates
a DATA packet once every 4 seconds. We vary the nodes’ wake-
up intervals from four times per second to once every 32 seconds.
By increasing the wake-up interval, we expect the risk of DATA
collisions to increase.
Results. Figure 6 shows the average radio duty cycle for con-
tenders against their configured wake-up interval. With short wake-
up intervals, the collision risk is small. As the wake-up interval
increases, collisions occur more often and Strawman intervenes to
reschedule DATA packets. According to this chart, this generates
a limited energy overhead in the configurations we tested. Straw-
man’s cost of rescheduling colliding DATA packets is indeed the
difference between the single and the multi-contender curves in
Figure 6.
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backoff for high data rates.

This experiment also demonstrates that Strawman networks are
robust with regards to the configuration of the wake-up interval.
Strawman’s efficient contention resolution allows all packets des-
tined to a given receiver to be delivered within the (few) wake-up
intervals available. This is possible because Strawman quickly pro-
vides increased network capacity when needed, which in this case
is precisely at the time of waking the receiver up.

5.3 Different Traffic Loads
We evaluate the performance of Strawman in sustaining a range

of different traffic loads, especially in terms of the network capac-
ity provided against different network demands. We also study the
fairness properties of Strawman in allocating the available band-
width among multiple contenders, and how the CCA threshold af-
fects the performance we observe in this setting. We describe next
the settings common to all experiments in this section.
Setting. We use TWIST [14], a testbed with 100 Tmote Sky sen-
sor nodes that provides a particularly dense network: a single node
transmission can be received by up to 65 other nodes. A dense net-
work has a potentially large number of contenders, which is ben-
eficial to study the performance of Strawman. We find that the
TWIST topology results in a number of hidden terminals, an aspect
that we investigate more deeply in Section 5.5. All nodes operate
at maximum transmission power. We compare Strawman with our
implementation of random backoff-based RI-MAC, as described in
Section 4.

Our setup includes a single receiver node probing the channel
for data once per second. All other nodes in the testbed act as
contenders. The payload size of the DATA packets is 110 bytes:
including the overhead of the network stack, this corresponds to
a maximum sized 802.15.4 frame. We repeat the experiment us-
ing a wide range of data generation rates: from roughly one DATA
packet per minute, up to 2 DATA packets per second. We expect
the network to reach its maximum capacity within this interval. To
measure the sink goodput, we log on the nodes all DATA packets
transmitted and received. We exclude from the statistics duplicate
DATA packets, which may occur in case of lost acknowledgements.

5.3.1 Goodput and Fairness
We start by measuring the receiver goodput against varying traf-

fic loads, and by investigating the fairness properties of Strawman.
Results. Figure 7 shows the receiver goodput against varying traffic
loads for both Strawman and random backoff, in logarithmic scale.
Strawman is able to receive all generated DATA packets up until a
data generation rate of one packet per node every 4 seconds. Ran-
dom backoff, in contrast, loses packets already at lower data gener-
ation rates, resulting in reduced goodput. The maximum goodput
achieved for Strawman is 13.33 kbit/s. For random backoff, the
maximum goodput is 7.55 kbit/s. The experiment logs show that
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Figure 9: Influence of CCA threshold on Strawman and random
backoff. In the best configuration, Strawman still performs better
than random backoff.

Strawman successfully funnels over 15 DATA packets each wake-
up, in comparison with random backoff’s 8.6 packets.

We also investigate how Strawman divides the available band-
width among contenders. To study this aspect, we use Jain’s In-
dex as a fairness measure calculated over the 30 most active con-
tenders, as some nodes are in a grey-zone and do not participate in
every round. Figure 8 shows the corresponding results in the same
range of data generation rates of Figure 7 in logarithmic scale. The
plot indicates that Strawman is generally more fair in scheduling
contenders compared to random backoff. Indeed, the latter inher-
ently relies on capture effect to decide which node, among multiple
senders, ultimately delivers a packet. This entails that the choice is
implicitly driven by the physical topology, and therefore likely to
be biased towards near-by contenders. On the contrary, in Straw-
man the choice of which node is granted access to the channel is
completely random.

5.3.2 Clear Channel Assessment Sensitivity
The detection of neighbors’ ongoing transmissions is strongly

influenced by the CCA threshold. In addition, it also affects the
occurrence of hidden terminals, since contenders become more or
less sensitive to hearing each other. Existing work postulate that, in
principle, all hidden terminals conditions may be removed in a star
network simply by increasing the sensitivity [39].

To investigate how Strawman is affected by the CCA threshold
configuration, we repeat the experiments previously discussed us-
ing a fixed data generation rate: each node generates 15 DATA pack-
ets per minute, and we vary the CCA threshold across different rep-
etitions.
Results. Figure 9 shows the goodput for different values of CCA
threshold, ranging from -95 dBm to -65 dBm. Note that the y axis
uses logarithmic scale. When the CCA threshold is set to low val-
ues, Strawman cannot distinguish COLLISION packets from back-
ground noise and does not schedule any DATA packets. The good-
put performance consequently suffers. When the CCA threshold is
set to a high value, Strawman cannot detect weak COLLISION trans-
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Figure 10: Saturated link: goodput over time. Every node quickly
obtains its fair share of the medium while the total goodput remains
high.

missions and ignores contenders far from the receiver. On the other
hand, in such situations random backoff suffers even more, since
the hidden terminal problem is severely aggravated, and random
backoff cannot deal efficiently with it.

The best overall performance we obtain in these experiments
corresponds to a CCA threshold of -90 dBm. With this configu-
ration, Strawman still performs better than random backoff, yield-
ing a goodput of 9.7 kbit/s against 7.3 kbit/s. However, we are not
aware of real deployments using CCA threshold settings different
from the default one. Indeed, it is very difficult, let apart tedious,
to run a statistically significant set of experiments to determine the
best CCA threshold in a given environment.

5.4 Reacting to Sudden Traffic Bursts
We now study how Strawman handles intense traffic surges in

which multiple contenders attempt to transmit at full speed to a
single receiver, and in particular how Strawman allocates the band-
width among contenders when new bursts are introduced into the
network. Ideally, we expect Strawman to provide each active con-
tender with a fair share of the medium while maximizing the overall
throughput.
Setting. We use a 1-hop network with 8 TMote Sky nodes running
RI-MAC with Strawman, measuring the resulting goodput. Seven
of the nodes are configured to always contend for permission to
transmit data to the single receiver. In contrast to the experiments in
Section 5.3, this network is both smaller and has reduced logging,
resulting in higher total goodput. The number of active contenders
during the experiment varies at intervals of 10 seconds. Each data
packet has a payload of 100 bytes.
Results. Figure 10 shows an excerpt of the goodput measurements
over time. In the beginning, only node #1 is active. After 155
seconds, all nodes (#1-#7) become active for 10 seconds. Node #7
is then deactivated at time 165 seconds, leaving 6 contenders active.
The remaining contenders are then progressively deactivated, one
every 10 seconds, until the system is back to a condition with only
node #1 is active. The chart brings two fundamental insights:

1. Strawman instantaneously matches changed traffic conditions;
when the number of contenders suddenly increases from 1 to
7, Strawman quickly reacts without a significant reduction in
the total goodput.

2. As the number of contenders varies, Strawman evenly divides
the available bandwidth among the contenders in the system;
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in the long run, this results in a fair allocation of bandwidth
resources.

To provide a quantitative assessment on the overall goodput per-
formance in this experiment, Figure 11 shows the average goodput
depending on the number of active contenders. As expected, the to-
tal goodput is highest with only one contender: 61.3 kbit/s. At the
opposite end of the spectrum, the total goodput with 7 active con-
tenders is 50.1 kbit/s, yet there is no significant reduction already
starting from the case with 3 active contenders. The chart therefore
shows that Strawman successfully keeps the link almost saturated
independently of the number of contenders.

5.5 Coping with Hidden Terminals
We aim at identifying the presence of hidden terminals in our

setup, and their effect on Strawman’s performance.
RI-BLACK BURST. To quantify the presence and effects of hid-
den terminals, we develop a variant of the Black Burst protocol
proposed by Sobrinho et al. [33]. The Black Burst protocol, like
Strawman, resolves contention by measuring the longest of several
colliding transmissions. By contrast, Black Burst does not employ
DECISION packets to inform the contenders who gains channel ac-
cess, but instead relies on contenders’ clear channel assessments:
if the channel is clear, a contender concludes that its COLLISION
packet was the longest and accesses the channel. The Black Burst
protocol cannot cope with hidden terminals since it lacks the DE-
CISION packet. We develop a receiver-initiated Black Burst variant
that we call RI-BLACK BURST. The Black Burst protocol is de-
signed for CSMA-based WiFi networks, and does not synchronize
contenders with an initial COLLISION REQUEST transmission. To
isolate the effects of hidden terminals, we therefore compare Straw-
man with RI-BLACK BURST.
Setting. We use the same TWIST testbed setup as in Section 5.3. In
absence of hidden terminals, both Strawman and RI-BLACK BURST
grant channel access to the same contenders. Indeed, as all con-
tenders can hear each other, there will be only one of them that find
the channel clear after transmitting of the COLLISION packet. How-
ever, in presence of hidden terminals, Strawman and RI-BLACK BURST
behave differently. With RI-BLACK BURST multiple contenders
that are hidden from each other may access the channel simultane-
ously. On the other hand, RI-BLACK BURST is slightly faster than
Strawman, as it does not need to transmit the DECISION packet.
Results. Figure 12 shows the overall data delivery ratio of Straw-
man and RI-BLACK BURST against a varying number of contenders.
We were unable to find more than 65 one-hop transmitters in our
testbed. Based on these results, we conclude that hidden termi-
nals do exist, but they affect the performance of RI-BLACK BURST
only. Using Strawman, the overall data delivery remains high up
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Figure 12: Data delivery using Strawman and RI-BLACK BURST.
Strawman successfully mitigates hidden terminals up to 65 con-
tenders. The x axis uses a logarithmic scale.

to 60 contenders: more than 85% of all Strawman rounds with 60
contenders successfully deliver the DATA packet. By contrast, RI-
BLACK BURST delivers less than 60% of the DATA packets already
with 3 contenders, and becomes drastically worse than Strawman
as the number of contenders increases.

5.6 Multi-hop Data Collection
We assess the impact of Strawman in a realistic network scenario

by setting up a data collection network over a multi-hop topology.
In such a scenario, the network operation is subject to issues such
as concurrent control and application traffic, inter-node wireless in-
terference, and packet losses and retransmissions.
Setting. We use 82 nodes in the TWIST testbed, this time by
configuring the CC2420 radio chip to use a lower transmission
power mode to promote multi-hop topologies. The resulting net-
work setup stretches across at least 4 hops.

To establish multi-hop routes, we use the Contiki Collect pro-
tocol, which establishes a tree-shaped routing topology from all
nodes to a sink using a routing metric based on ETX. Contiki Col-
lect and TinyOS CTP have been shown to achieve similar perfor-
mance in low-power data collection [19]. To study how our net-
work is affected by sudden traffic bursts, we also instrument the
protocol with the ability to temporarily disable all route mainte-
nance. By doing so, we ensure that multiple traffic bursts are for-
warded over the same routes, thus factoring out the influence of
route maintenance on our study. Nevertheless, the setup still in-
cludes data collisions, retransmissions, and acknowledgements.

Using this setup, we test three different traffic patterns, corre-
sponding to different settings we study to isolate the effect of Straw-
man in absence or presence of traffic burst. We test every traffic
pattern for at least 40 minutes:

No traffic (NT): the network generates no radio traffic. This pro-
file serves to demonstrate Strawman’s sensitivity to external
noise and provides a baseline for the bursty traffic experi-
ment.

Periodic traffic (PT): each node generates a DATA packet every 5
minutes, on average. This allows us to study how Strawman
handles sporadic collisions, mostly due to hidden terminals.

Bursty traffic (BT): after making sure routes are stable, we dis-
able route maintenance and instantaneously generate one DATA
packet each on 8 randomly-selected nodes. This generates a
sudden surge of traffic that yields intense collisions across
multiple hops leading to the sink, which is the scenario we
target.

Throughout the study, we compare Strawman against the random
backoff-based version of RI-MAC. We draw our conclusions based
on data delivery ratio at the sink and system-wide radio energy con-
sumption.



RI-MAC + RI-MAC
Strawman

NT radio duty cycle (%) 0.34 0.40
PT radio duty cycle (%) 3.94 4.40
BT radio on-time (sec) 4.53 8.16

Table 1: Strawman improves on RI-MAC’s energy consumption
both in absence and in presence of collisions.

Results. Regardless of the traffic pattern, the data delivery at the
sink is always comparable using Strawman or random back-off.
Specifically, all 8 packets included in a traffic burst are always de-
livered to the sink in either configuration.

Table 1 shows energy consumption figures under different traf-
fic profiles. Already with no radio traffic (NT), Strawman slightly
reduces the necessary radio duty cycle. We attribute this behavior
to its ability to more quickly distinguish channel noise from actual
transmissions. In particular, when RI-MAC mistakes channel noise
for DATA and sends a COLLISION REQUEST packet, Strawman im-
mediately expects a COLLISION packet in reply. If this does not
happen, Strawman immediately turns the radio off. With random
backoff, by contrast, RI-MAC must wait for the duration of the
backoff window before turning off the radio again.

Under periodic traffic (PT), the Strawman-enabled network has
a lower radio duty cycle than the backoff-based RI-MAC network.
This improvement is due to Strawman’s ability to immediately re-
solve collisions thus avoiding the need for later retransmissions.

To quantify the net energy overhead due to radio communica-
tion under bursty traffic (BT), we subtract the NT radio duty cy-
cle discussed above from the total radio usage during each burst.
We report the total radio on-time to funnel the packet burst to the
sink on the bottom row of Table 1. Compared to the backoff-based
RI-MAC, Strawman halves this figure in our setting. As a result,
Strawman makes the network much more robust against sudden
traffic bursts, by reducing the energy overhead of contention reso-
lution when collisions occur.

6. RELATED WORK
Strawman builds on the body of work in contention resolution

schemes, on protocols dealing with traffic bursts, as well as on re-
cent findings about simultaneous wireless transmissions. In the fol-
lowing, we briefly survey the literature on these topics.
Contention resolution schemes. Common solutions to channel
contention problems are random back-off schemes, even in tradi-
tional networks. Such techniques are also applied in the wireless
domain, and specifically to sensor networks [17, 27, 38]. In this
context, one of the main design choices is the random distribution
to sample from. As examples, early solutions use uniform distribu-
tions [27], whereas Jamieson et al. propose a geometric distribu-
tion [17]. Strawman differentiates from these techniques in the use
of active contenders, as opposed to the passive behavior of compet-
ing nodes when using random back-off. Nevertheless, the work on
random distributions carried out in this context has inspired us to
use a geometric distribution which provides advantages over uni-
form distributions [12].

Strawman’s core mechanisms bear similarities with bit-dominance
protocols. However, Strawman leverages dynamic priorities rather
than static, as contenders in Strawman compete with different prior-
ities every time. Solutions inspired by bit-dominance protocols ex-
ist also in the wireless domain [26, 30]. However, they require the
underlying physical medium to be based on On-Off-Keying (OOK)
modulation. By contrast, Strawman does not impose requirements

on the underlying modulation mechanism. The Black Burst [33]
protocol by Sobrinho et al. and the HIPERLAN protocol [16] are
similar to Strawman in that they measure packet lengths to resolve
contention; the contender with the longest transmission wins chan-
nel access. Like Strawman, they are designed for wireless networks
and do not rely on OOK modulation. Unlike Strawman, they do not
cope with hidden terminals, and are not designed for duty-cycled
low-power networks. We develop a receiver-initiated version of the
Black Burst protocol and compare it with Strawman in Section 5.5,
to quantify the performance effects of hidden terminals on receiver-
initiated low-power protocols.

To avoid collisions due to hidden terminal problems, Request-
To-Send/Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS) protocols are typically used.
However, they are shown to exhibit a considerable overhead when
used for wireless transmissions [4, 27]. Alternative solutions also
exist. For instance, ZigZag decoding [13] exploits the effects due
to interference cancellation in 802.11 networks to enable decoding
of colliding packets. Strawman uses a form of RTS/CTS mech-
anism to resolve collisions, yet this is based on multiple simulta-
neous transmissions, in a sense similarly to ZigZag decoding. We
are not aware of other collision resolution mechanisms based on
multiple simultaneous transmitters in sensor networks. Strawman
leverages this technique to improve on the resulting latency and
throughput.
Dealing with traffic bursts. Strawman operates at the MAC level.
In this context, the predominant approach in sensor networks is
CSMA, because of its simplicity and low overhead compared to
TDMA [40]. To deal with traffic bursts, adaptive MAC protocols
change their operation along different dimensions, e.g., by tuning
the wake-up periods [1, 15], by using packet trains, and by alter-
nating between CSMA and TDMA techniques [31]. Namboodiri
and Keshavarzian designed Alert, a MAC protocol designed for
traffic bursts in mostly idle networks [23]. Their goal is to min-
imize the delay of the first message. They reduce contention by
a combination of time and frequency multiplexing. These MAC-
level techniques are complementary to Strawman, as they operate
at the protocol level rather than during the actual transmission of
the individual packets, as Strawman does.

In a broader perspective, the existing literature includes several
mechanisms for handling traffic bursts in sensor networks. These
typically entail some form of cross-layer interaction, either by re-
quiring information sharing between layers, or by affecting the per-
formance of upper layers. As a result, these need to be aware of
the underlying mechanisms to counteract their influence. Exam-
ples include ESRT that requires interaction between the application
layer and the MAC layer [32], and the adaptive MAC layer by Woo
and Culler [38], which uses random back-off, thus incurring per-
formance penalties for the application layer. Differently, Strawman
does not require application awareness or cross-layer interactions.
Simultaneous wireless transmissions. A few recent works exploit
low-level radio effects [8, 9]. As examples, Demirbas et al. use ra-
dio collisions to implement Pollcast and Countcast, network prim-
itives that enable voting among immediate neighbors [8]. Dutta
et al. show that collisions of identical 802.15.4 packets do not
necessarily lead to data corruption, and implement an anycast-like
primitive called Backcast [9]. Lu and Whitehouse exploit the cap-
ture effect for rapid flooding of sensor networks [22]. The Glossy
protocol relies on what the authors call constructive interference,
i.e. the superposition of the same RF signals generated by multiple
senders, to further improve flooding efficiency [11]. Whitehouse
et al. present a mechanism for recovering partial information from
semi-collided packets [37]. Unlike these approaches, Strawman
does not attempt to extract information from the colliding packets,



but we measure the duration of the longest transmission to infer the
length of the longest packet. Once again, Strawman is therefore not
bound to any specific radio modulation or encoding technique.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We present Strawman, a new contention resolution mechanism

for low-power wireless networks. Strawman leverages synchro-
nized packet collisions to implement efficient and fair contention
resolution among hidden terminals.

Strawman is designed for low-power networks that experience
traffic bursts, but is activated only upon detecting data collisions
and has zero overhead unless needed. We have implemented and
evaluated Strawman in a receiver-initiated protocol, where it re-
places the traditional backoff-based mechanism. Our testbed ex-
periments show that without Strawman, a small number of hidden
terminals may drastically degrade performance during traffic bursts
whereas Strawman enables high throughput even in the presence of
a large number of hidden contenders. Lastly, we show that Straw-
man can reduce the radio duty cycles in data collection networks,
both when the traffic is regular and when sudden traffic bursts oc-
cur.
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